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A native of Prince George’s County, Maryland, career development has been a passion for her as she has written and
edited several résumés and cover letters, including her own, since high school. Her writing skills have allowed her to

gain  opportunities at organizations such as the OCC (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency) Headquarters, Target,
Boeing, and JPMorgan Chase. Once she started The MFactor, it wasn’t even one year before the company generated
five figures in three months – strictly off of LinkedIn! That’s when she fell in love with LinkedIn and wanted to assist

other businesses and organizations in succeeding on the often underrated platform.

Mariyah S. Bryant is a speaker, LinkedIn strategist, résumé writer, and
founder of The MFactor.

SPEAKING TOPICS AUDIENCE OUTCOMES

Develop definitive goals for LinkedIn, build a
client-focused profile, and find the right clients

• Relationships N2 Revenue: Using Social Selling
on LinkedIn to Grow Your Business
 
• #SocialSelling: How to Drive B2C Lead
Generation on LinkedIn
 
• #TopofMind: How to Build and Maintain Brand
Awareness on LinkedIn
 
• #FlyHigher: Landing High Quality B2B Clients
on LinkedIn
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Establish thought leadership and authority
through content marketing strategy

Close more deals with high-quality clients
through assembling a social selling playbook

Generate high quality leads from various
programs and sources on LinkedIn simultaneously

To Book Mariyah, Contact:

hello@getmfactored.com www.facebook.com/TheMFactorLLC/

www.linkedin.com/company/the-mfactor-llc2

Mariyah will empower your audience to...Sessions to empower your team or group:

Mariyah's' presentation was at the highest profession level. [She] took a step by step
approach to Resume building, answered questions and exemplified at each step, both
verbally and with visual props.  [She is] obviously knowledgeable and passionate about
the topic, [and] it was also clear that helping people is one of [her] highest priorities.

- Dr. Mark Chachich

Mariyah has presented to organizations such as: 


